
M01 Module 2 Discussion: In/Effective 

Design Examples 
Discussion: Identify Two Effective & Ineffective Layouts or Designs Discussion 

Every day you are surrounded by design, whether you are conscious of it or not. The choices 

made in layout and typography are extremely important to usability and communication. In this 

module we have covered the basic fundamentals of graphic design and layout composition. Use 

these fundamentals to reflect on examples of effective or ineffective design you encounter day to 

day. 

Assignment Instructions 

Identify two examples of effective layout/design and two examples of ineffective or confusing 

layout/design. Remember to give solid reasoning based on the foundation we are developing to 

back up your critique. Statements like “I don’t like green” are subjective and open to personal 

bias, unlike “The background pattern causes the text in the foreground to be hard to read,” which 

is objectively based in the principles we discussed.  

Effective Design 

Find two examples of a design, UI or layout that you think is an effective representation of the 

design principles discussed in this week’s presentation and readings and share it with the class. 

This may even be examples of your professional work that you would be willing to share. Please 

cite the rationale for why you feel the design is working. If you have a background in graphic 

design, feel free to go above and beyond these basic principles to touch on more advanced 

concepts to help support your critique. Your experience can be extremely valuable to your 

classmates. 

A simple example could be an online publication you read, which has an easy to navigate and 

visually appealing home page. Maybe the design and layout allows room for interesting content 

and helps guide you to the sections of the site that interest you most. 

Ineffective Design 

Find two examples of a design, UI or layout that you think is a negative representation of the 

design principles discussed in this week’s presentation and readings, and share it with the class. 

Please explain how this example represents usability/legibility issues and which design principle 

is related. 

This may be as simple as a billboard you see on a highway that fails to use proper scale to create 

an easily readable message. 

Submission Instructions 

Post your examples to the discussion board for this week as separate posts, look at others' 

submissions, and comment on at least 2 effective and 2 ineffective examples. Upload supporting 



visual (photo, screen grab, etc.) to your blog and include the link or link directly if it is an online 

source. Include your reasoning and critique as text in the post. 

Effective Design 1: SPOTIFY 

Spotify is, hands down, my favorite interface I have ever used. It is organized 

very simply and it’s really easy to understand and navigate. I like the fact it has 

a dark background because the app itself feels more immersive. Playlists are 

organized very well and it is easy to add songs to your liked list or to playlists 

you’ve created. The placement of everything on this app makes complete 

sense and is user-friendly. 



            



 

  

Effective Design 2: INSTAGRAM 

Instagram is also pretty easy to understand. It is simple and straight to the 

point, which makes for some of the best interface designs. Usually, I don’t 

really use Instagram, but when I do, I don’t find any difficulty navigating 

through the interface, which is great. The app is not crowded and everything 

has its respective place which is something I enjoy about the UI of the app. 



 

  

Ineffective Design 1: YAHOO! 

To me, Yahoo! Is not designed as well as it could be. The home page alone 

seems very clustered and there seems to be too much different information 

put into one area. There is not much white space, which I don’t like because 

that can make it harder to see which information is really important. I am also 

not the biggest fan of the colors the website utilizes because they all seem 

very thrown together. I, like many people, would definitely prefer Google, 

which has a more user-friendly interface. 



 

  

Ineffective Design 2: EGGER'S 

Unfortunately, this last interface design is from one of my favorite ice cream 

shops. I did a redesign for this brand in a class I had last semester because I 

feel like the quality of their branding does not match up with their product. 

There is a lot wrong with this website, mostly from a graphic design 

perspective. So many fonts are being utilized and there are too many colors 

present. It makes it hard to focus on any one part of the page, which makes it 

harder to navigate. There are also a lot of tabs, which is fine, but they could be 

organized much better. Personally, this website is an ineffective 

design.

 



 

Hi Amelia, 

    I like the design of ig as well. The only problem I wonder is if it can 

let me see more one time instead of only one photo. The two 

ineffective designs look old school, and EGGER'S even has a 

programming (or composing itself) problem. 

 

 

I also love the design of Spotify! Its super easy to navigate and I love 

their organization, especially with the specially curated playlists.  

I agree with your feelings on the Egger's design. It looks poorly 

designed from a designers POV and could use a lot of work. 

Alignments are off, colors feel too all over the place, it has a lot of 

potential for a better design. I loved your designs for Eggers last 

semester, they should hire you to redesign their website! :) 

You took mine with Spotify haha I subscribed to it about 3 months ago 

(I know I'm late to the party) but I couldn't believe how easy it was to 

navigate. 

  





 

Effective Design 1: iOS14 



I'm sure a lot of people who use iPhones have updated the new iOS14. The 

best part of this update, I think, is that iOS14 will show me the apps I use a lot, 

depending on how long I'm using them. I think this is a breakthrough. 

Moreover, when using the camera now, small green dots will appear at the 

top of the screen. The green dot means the front and rear cameras being 

used. 





 

Effective Design 2: YouTube 



I love YouTube's UI design. I've been watching the "Escape From Tarkov" 

video lately, and YouTube has recommended it to me. More, I can easily view 

the channels I subscribe to. 

 

Ineffective Design 1: Best Buy 

No matter what time it is, on different computers and with different accounts, 

I can't log into my account on the web version of Best Buy. I don't know if it's 

my network or my browser, and I'll never be able to log in. When I use the 

mobile version of Best Buy, it even freezes when I return to the previous page. 

I think Best Buy needs to positively fix their website. 



 

Ineffective Design 2: Amazon 

When I first came to the United States, The App I used most was Amazon, 

because I needed to buy a lot of daily necessities. Getting back to the point, 

every time I want to cancel Amazon Prime, I need to spend at least three 

minutes trying to figure out where to cancel my Prime. I think that's Amazon's 

approach. They don't want to make it easy for customers to cancel Prime, 

which Amazon automatically charges customers for their bundled credit or 

debit CARDS if they forget to cancel. I think it's very bad. 

Hi Bolun, 



    Ios 14 does a huge change and I discuss other parts of its change 

negatively. However, I like the things you mention above as well. Apple 

is always making its products easier to use. In addition, I agree with 

your opinion on Amazon. Not only the system, but also the looking 

they have in their app, even the new one. They make it really hard to 

find the orders and the whole thing looks old school and complex. 

 

Yeah i agree with you Bolin, personally i go to the best buy store rather 

then the website, the website never works out for me. 

 

Couldn't agree more that amazon needs work. It's surprising that such 

a successful website looks like an encyclopedia  

Effective Design 

o Burberry phone app 

    

    The whole app use really simple colours and clean theme compare with 

Gucci’s app. The words are tiny, clean, easy to read. The catalogue can lead 

people to any classifies they want easily. The photos of products let people 

see things directly. It’s really a use-friendly app. 

  

o https://www.bilibili.com 



 

    Though it looks too colourful at first sight, it gathers everything tiny. It 

separates videos into different zones, and shows a cover for every video, 

which allow people to have a brief learning before open this video. 

  

Ineffective Design 

1. own design ios14 posted 

online    

 



    I’m not saying that these designs are “not good looking,” but they do not 

make sense to me. The whole things look like in a whole theme, but look 

really cheap. How can I find the app I want easily with an uncommon and 

unfamiliar icon? Besides, too many elements (even from one theme) make it 

look like a mess. For example, it looks not that good with 4 photos of idols in 

one page like the third one, and I can’t see most of the photos clearly. 

  

2. https://www.moyankan.com 

     

   I don’t really understand what the blank space on two sides for. The words 

are so small and crowded. I can’t know anything of a book without clicking in. 

They can definitely use the empty space to make things more clearly. 

 ReplyReply to Comment 

Hello Ziye, 

I wouldn't say I like Apple's latest system, either. It reminds me of the 

Samsung mobile phone I used more than a decade ago. Its screen is 

not simple, and there will be too many complicated things to set up. 

Although it gives users more personalized self-made space, in my 

opinion, the most significant feature of apple is the simple operation 

and interface design. 

EFFECTIVE DESIGN 1:  Youtube App  

Youtube Is my go to website for music, entertainment and fashion. 

Throughout the years, the website has had various changes. The layout was 

once complex and now it has become more organized and simplified. There's 

different categories of videos ,and the recommendation feed helps you find 

the right video to watch based on your watch history.  

https://nyit.instructure.com/courses/1905/discussion_topics/47733


  

 

  

EFFECTIVE DESIGN 2:  Webtoon App 

Very easy to find comics to read,  thumbnails are relatively a decent size. 



  

 

  

INNEFFECTIVE DESIGN 1: CRAIGSLIST 

Very crowded,  no logos or thumbnails to help the user navigate the page.  Color 
scheme only consists of 2 colors, makes the website look less appealing. 



 

  

INEFFECTIVE DESIGN 2:  AOL 

As an old AOL user, this website was never pretty to begin with. Looking 
back at it now, it still has an un-appealing design. There's still news/ 
advertisements surrounding the home screen.  

  



 

Hi Devina,  

I've never used the webtoons app, but just by looking at the picture I 

agree with you that the app has an effective design. It uses nice, clean 

colors to make the type legible and the sections and icons are layed 

out very well, which makes it easy to navigate.  

 

Hi Devina,  

I also love youtube, both the web version and the app. Simple 

operation and clean page software will make people worship. 

YouTube's page design is to make the user's experience to achieve the 

best effect. Therefore,  it's comfortable and happy to listen to music or 

watch videos on YouTube. 

 

 

I have never had to use craigslist but just looking at the picture you 

provided I am overwhelmed and probably never will. No one wants to 

look at a block of text all the same font and color and try to navigate it, 

really ineffective design you can tell they don't care about their 

website. 



  

I use YouTube pretty often too but mostly from the mobile app and I 

actually find it to be confusing as a layout. Once I find the content I'm 

looking for it defaults in to horizontal viewing and I prefer not to have 

to turn my phone on it's side.  

Effective Design 1: ASOS 

 

 

ASOS is an online shopping app. It is one of my favorite shopping apps 

because it is so easy to use and browse around through. All items are divided 

into categories (as seen in the picture) and under these categories are 

subcategories of more specific items. Additionally, ASOS's search filtering 

system is also very specific, so the user can easily find what they are looking 

for or is provided with a wide range of categories to search through. These 

categories and filters make it so easy to browse and make the shopping 

experience faster. 

 

 

Effective Design 2: 



 

 

The Apple website on mobile is one of the easiest websites to navigate. Often 

times, websites on a mobile interface look all over the place in that the 

information and pictures are not fully visible and you have to side scroll. This 

is not the case with Apple. All their graphics are clear, visible, and straight 

forward on mobile. The website fits perfectly within the frame of your screen 

so nothing is cut off. It is very easy to attain information without a problem. 

 

 

Ineffective Design 1: 



 

 

Urban Outfitters' mobile app provides an overall great online shopping 

experience. You can easily find what you're looking for; however, when 

scrolling through items, UO does not provide a heart or like button next to 

the item so that the user can favorite a certain item they can come back to 

later. In order to favorite an item in the app, the user must click on the 

item,  choose a size, and then favorite it. This is inconvenient for the user 

because it doesn't give them an option to like an item when they just want to 

quickly browse and not look at an item in depth. 

 

Ineffective Design 2: 



 

 

This is NYIT's mobile app when you go into the student connect portal and 

click on your schedule. The mobile app is not correctly designed for the 

phone. The frame and proportions are off and in order to see your schedule 

correctly, you have to side scroll. It is confusing because you are met with a 

blank page and one does not guess at first that you have to side scroll so it 

just appears as if there's nothing on a page. 

Hey Fern! That's so funny, I was about to include the NYIT Portal as an 

ineffective design as well :O.  I completely agree with your choices for 

both ineffective and effective design and I love the inclusion of Apple. 

It is such a well-known brand and I think a lot of its popularity stems 

from consumers trusting the company due to its great design work- 

branding and UI. 

 

 

I love the ASOS design! Its so easy to navigate and makes me want to 

look at clothes for hours (even though I know I won't buy anything). I 



love a nicely designed clothing app!! The pictures also make it 

extremely easy to find what you're looking for. 

I also am not a fan of the student portal for NYIT. Even the website 

feels too overwhelming since its extremely wordy and plain. Even 

though its a professional website for students, it could still use some 

work to make it less overwhelming! 

 

 

The NYIT portal as a whole seems to fail design wise, when I first 

started using the mobile app I thought the screen was frozen half the 

time and then I realized you just have to zoom out and side scroll 

inconveniently. Sad because they have a lot of potential as a 

technology school.  

EFFECTIVE DESIGN 1 



 

The MTA announcement is one of my favorite designs. It only uses text 

typesetting. Without the help of pictures, it can still let passengers 

capture critical information immediately. Typography is very important. 

There are some differences in the text layout of each MTA 

announcement. I love studying these announcements while waiting for 

the subway. 

EFFECTIVE DESIGN 2 



 

The design of YouTube's home page is clean and clear. I can quickly find 

the function key I want every time because its design has considered the 

user's experience and feeling. YouTube also recommends videos based 

on users' preferences. It's also a feature I love. Its overall design will 

make people trust and want to use it all the time. 

INEFFECTIVE DESIGN 1 



 

Facebook's home page design is not too friendly for beginners. When I 

first came into contact with Facebook, I spent a lot of time studying and 

understanding its buttons' functions. In many places, I encounter a lot of 

doubts. Therefore, I rarely open Facebook, unless it's necessary, like now. 

INEFFECTIVE DESIGN 2 



 

NYIT's student home page design is sometimes confusing. The icon is 

changing in different places all the time. At the top of the home page are 

some of the features that students may least need (relative to other 

features). Every time I need to log in to blackboard or the student center, 

I need to spend some time looking for it. These two buttons are the most 

commonly used by students. Why can't they appear directly at the front? 

  

True about the NYIT student home page, drives me crazy! 

I can never find anything I feel the the locations of everything is 

moving around, it's like they are trying to mess with us. 

  

The youtube page is very clear and easy to find videos. One of my 

favorites! 

I agree, Youtube is clearer and easier to find any music video or movie clips today. 

The NYIT student home is a proper good shout. Really annoying the 
first time I used it. 



Effective Design 

IOS 14 

    

Contrary to popular belief I enjoy the new setup by apple. When it comes to 

UI I believe apple gets it right for the most part which is why they stay on top 

even the samsung has made a far superior phone for years. Yes widgets have 

been done before, but in my opinion adding the app library and the widgets 

organize my home screen where I can finally breathe. On top of that they've 

organized my apps in the app library far better than I ever have in folders. I 

find myself clicking around my phone much less. 

  

Effective Design 



ESPN Fantasy Football App 

    

ESPN has been the superior fantasy football app compared to yahoo (which 

we will get to later) because of easy to use and understand UI. I can see my 

entire team at one glance and see that it is completely separate from the 

players on my bench. When I want to edit my team (which is a major thing in 

fantasy football)  I know exactly how to do it because of the BIG BUTTON on 

top that says "edit lineup". When I want to see players available to pick up 

They are organized it categories that are impossible to confuse I can get 

exactly what I'm looking for. 

  

Ineffective Design 



Yahoo Fantasy Football App 



      



 

After seeing the ESPN fantasy app I'm sure you can find the problems with 

this layout and why it makes my brain explode. First of all why is most of my 

team at the top in white and my bench is cluttered in gray right underneath 

it? Then to make matters worse the rest of my team is all the way at the 

bottom beneath my bench. Do you know how many time I forgot to change 

my kicker because I forget he is down there? Now you probably didn't know 

this, but in order to edit my team I have to tap the blue circles to the left of 

each guys name. It took me a while to figure that out. Now to move onto the 

waver wire, there's a carousel to get to each position and trends under it. 

Wouldn't you rather see all the players on one screen and simply scroll down 

instead of taking me through 8 different pages?  

  



Ineffective Design  

ESPN App 

    

Not that this is the worst UI, but it is constantly changing. I've used this app 

for 10 years and I still don't have it down yet, maybe that's a me problem, but 

that's besides the point. The home page gets cluttered with scoreboard as 

well as videos and articles in almost no particular order at all. The Scores page 

isn't organized well enough the it takes me a minute to understand what 

score I'm looking at and if the categories are already split up whats the use for 

the slider up top? Last thing that really grinds my gears is the buttons on the 

bottom. All the important stuff is in the More section. They put 'Watch' and 

'ESPN+' in two different pages and they are virtually the same thing. Not to 



mention the only way to access them is if you pay for a separate subscription, 

seems like a failed attempt to get me to buy more stuff.  

I don't have the ios14 update but just looking at the display of the 

apps on the screen makes me want to get it because it is so 

aesthetically pleasing and looks user friendly. I don't even have to read 

up on it to know it is better organized and personable.  

Effective Design 1: Twitter App 

      

One example of effective design would be the twitter app. Navigation is 

extremely easy with icons that allow you to know exactly where things are and 

what their purpose is. One feature I especially like is the “What’d you miss?” 

feature where it shows you popular tweets that you may have missed if you 

haven’t entered the app in a long time. The explore page also has curated 

topics based on what they think you would like to read about, as well as 

categories like Trending, News Entertainment, etc. Everything in the app is 

organized and easy to use, making it effective design, in my opinion. 

  

Effective Design 2: Romwe App 



   

Another example of effective design would be the Romwe App. Romwe is a 

site/app for affordable clothing. Their homepage layout is eye catching and 

promotes all of the latest deals and additional products. They also carry out 

their color scheme throughout the app, making it feel unified and complete. I 

am also a fan of their organization. They also have graphics to help find where 

certain features are located.  

 

Twitter nailed it, it's almost dangerous.   

Effective design 1: Netflix 

Netflix is one of my favorite designs for the app, its easy to navigate, helps 

lists the properties of shows that are age appropriate to Mature. Playlists are 

also organized to find what show and season you like to watch as well. 



 

Effective Design 2: Youtube app 

Youtube would also be my second favorite app, its where i go to watch funny 

clips of movies, memes, and hilarious stunts. Though over years this website 

has changed from the layout being complicated to more organized. I 

remember back in 2013 the site always had buffering problems when a video 

was playing, I couldn't even watch some of my favorite shows because of the 

buffering. Glad the creators took their time to fix all the bugs out. 

 

  



Ineffective design 1: Cartoon network 

Cartoon network was always my favorite site to play games, but it lost its 

touch after 2016. The sites layout changed completely and the background as 

well as the new games aren't very good. Below you will see the website from 

2006 on the left where it had so many colors and design and options. The 

right is today's design where its only limited with a few options and not 

enough color. I don't know why cartoon network did this, but i wish they 

weren't going this bad. 

  

 

  

Ineffective design 2: Nickelodeon 



Another one of my old website i loved playing games as a kid would be 

Nickelodeon, they had awesome games (still have some awesome ones today) 

and cool TV shows, but over the years the websites layout changed. Sure the 

site is faster but options are still limited when you enter the home page. The 

picture on the bottom left was the old design where it had imagination and 

the green slime color to show off one of Nickelodeons shows the kids choice 

awards where contestants would get slimed. The picture on the bottom right 

is the new one, images are too big and shows are limited as well as games 

and design. I wish Nick could improvise, my favorite childhood shows and 

websites, gone to waste. 

 

  

 

Effective Design 1: Idyll Paper 



This handmade paper company has an exquisite design. It's very 
straightforward and it isn't overwhelming. It is structured in a way that 
soothes you while using it. It isn't congested and very much uncomplicated.  

  

 

  

  

Effective Design 2: Aminé Website 

I like this interface because of the creativity. I find it's smart of the artist to 
go with a format that a lot of people recognize, especially those with iphones 
or just smart phones in general. It is meant to catch the users attention. Even 
though I see this on my phone, seeing it on a musical artist's website makes 
stop and think "yea this is brilliant." 



 

  

Ineffective Design 1: Ebay 



Ebay's goal was to give users a migraine and it's been successful so far. For a 
company that's been out this long you'd expect a bit of upgrade. It's not 
pleasing to the eye and can be difficult to get around. 

 

  

Ineffective Design 2: Repair Solutions Inc 

I feel this company can do better. The page looks a bit fake and would make 
me think twice before using it. Navigationg through their page gives me a 
fraud vide.  

  



 

  

  

Effective Design 1:  

Zelle, I find Zelle to be the superior banking app because it takes you directly 

to your regular banking account and shows you your balance before selecting 

the person you wish to send money to. It is user friendly and trustworthy.  



 

Ineffective design 1: 

Cash App, it is a less sophisticated app and does not take you to your bank 

account at any point. The app asks you for a dollar amount you wish to send 

before even selecting the person you're sending it to, this can make the 

experience slightly nerve wracking.  



 

The way Zelle is designed makes it easy and simple to use. I like how it 

directly takes you to your bank account. 

Effective Design 2: 

Apple Maps is an effective design because it recognizes your starting location 

without having to type it in every time. It even memorizes places you've gone 

like  "work", "school", "home", etc. through text messages and labeled them in 

the app.  



 

Ineffective Design 2: 

Google Maps requires you to type in your current location before getting 

access to directions, this is inconvenient and can lead to wrong directions if 

you type something incorrectly. If you miss something it won't recognize the 

address instead of fixing the mistake for you. Overall it has a more complex 

design. 

 



Ineffective Design 1: MSN 

I don't know a single soul who really uses MSN nowadays, and I think the 

designers are aware of it. I appreciate Windows itself going through a design 

overhaul (although we don't know when it'll be rolled out) but it's very clear 

it's MSN site needs an upgrade with the heavy clutter, symbols, headlines, and 

excessive amount of panels. Especially as you scroll further down it becomes 

too much information at once and very outdated for it's 

time. https://www.msn.com (Links to an external site.) 

 

   

 

 

Ineffective Design 2: Canvas 

 

Besides the stress of staying home for college during a pandemic and issues 

with mental health, the overall layout of Canvas makes it confusing for me to 

get work done altogether. There is information present yes but not until 

you've clicked on dozens of headlines (and there really are dozens) left and 

right to get to where you want to go, no less to find the assignments you 

have to do (finding this one took me a good minute or two + the short 

attention span). It's a great idea in theory, and it's new so there is room for 

improvement but it's not as successful as it could be for the moment (but 

then again we're in a pandemic where nothing is certain so I don't blame the 

outcome). 

 

https://www.msn.com/


 
 

 

 

Effective Design 1: WeTransfer 

 

I especially appreciate WeTransfer for being simple and to the point. It makes 

clear note of the services it offers, and what the company is about in very 

clear detail while still being simple and visually appealing, and while its file-

sharing component is rather simplistic and lacking nature, it's still 

straightforward enough for it to be accessible by anyone who uses it. 



 

  

Effective Design 2: Warp 

 

Warp Records is a Britsh independent electronic music label that has hosted a 

wide array of artists since the early 90s. I actually like how the UI for the label's 

website is more unified and minimalist in it's design. Especially in the artists' 

section, which although I don't like the font personally, it has this sort of vibe 

that I feel puts a good emphasis on goings of the label and it's artists without 

the information/look becoming too much to handle, in addition to reflecting 

the label's color scheme as well. The black and white band images for the 



artists' section too I feel also adds to the minimalist touch the design is going 

for. 
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